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Post-Acquisition Customer Advocacy
Requirements

B-to-b acquisitions create a unique
set of challenges for marketers
responsible for maintaining
customer advocacy assets

Marketers need to know how
assets have been used and 
how they can complement 
the combined organization’s 
go-to-market strategy

Pay careful attention to customer
advocate relationships in both 
the acquired and acquiring
organization in order to 
minimize advocate attrition

Experts on organization and personal finance often advise sorting through
clothing, sporting goods and other possessions on a seasonal basis. A thorough
springtime investigation of the basement might uncover a forgotten set of golf
clubs that can be sold or given away, while an autumn assessment of a closet’s
contents might reveal a shortage of well-fitting winter sweaters.

During and after an acquisition, b-to-b marketers must sift through large
volumes of advocacy assets at both the acquired organization and the acquiring
organization. Marketers charged with incorporating acquired customer advocacy
content assets and reference contacts often struggle to decide what stays, what
goes and what new assets to create. In this brief, we provide a checklist for
marketers to rationalize customer advocacy assets in a post-acquisition setting.

Combining Existing Advocacy Assets and Resources
Acquisitions present both the acquiring and acquired organizations with an
opportunity to create an expanded portfolio of customer advocacy assets and
reference contacts. Review both organizations’ advocacy assets and determine
what assets are required for the combined company (see the brief “Identifying
Customer Advocates”). Start the evaluation process with the following steps:

• Catalog advocacy assets for each company. Assess what advocacy assets
(e.g. case studies, videos, testimonials, reference lists) are now part of the
combined organization’s content library and contact list. Link these assets 
to the buyer’s journey and customer lifecycle (see the briefs “Customer
Advocacy Programs: Buying Cycle Assets” and “Customer Advocacy Programs:
Customer Lifecycle Assets”).

• Catalog customer advocacy interactions. Consider events that bring
customers together. Advocacy interaction may include user groups, customer
advisory boards, industry councils, customer speaking engagements, regional
events and annual company summits.

• Create a shared view of assets and interactions. Marketers in each
organization should prepare a summary document that lists advocacy assets,
utilizing any available reference platform or other repository as a guide, then
share their document with the other marketing team. Include information
about the tone and purpose of the asset (e.g. how and where it’s been
successful in supporting the buying cycle) as well as any terms of use that
might restrict its availability.
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• Define the process for incorporating assets and
interactions. A combined team of marketers from both
organizations should review each company’s advocacy 
asset summary document and identify areas of overlap,
places where additional value could be incorporated into 
an existing asset, and gaps. Marketers should validate 
the results of this exercise with sales leaders in both
organizations and incorporate any necessary changes.

• Define the new advocacy team structure. Once 
the acquisition closes, key resources may be deemed
unnecessary in the combined organization. This can be
particularly difficult for advocacy teams, as knowledge may
have resided historically with advocacy marketers instead 
of reference management platforms. If possible, capture
critical advocacy knowledge that might otherwise be lost
with the departing employee, and note how key advocacy
assets were managed. Ensure processes are in place to 
help communicate point-of-contact changes with advocates
in high-value accounts.

• Identify enabling technologies. Acquired technologies 
can include reference management platforms, advocacy
marketing systems, or similar solutions designed to make
the advocacy management process more efficient. Members
of the advocacy marketing team should work with IT and
customer experience, as well as sales and marketing
operations teams, to eliminate redundant systems and keep
technologies that serve the needs of the new organization.

• Update advocacy assets and interactions to fit post-
acquisition goals. After identifying assets, determine how
to update these materials to reflect the post-acquisition
setting (e.g. branding considerations, translations for entry
into new markets or geographies). If brands and product
portfolios are being merged, review advocacy assets for
materials that demonstrate the joint value of the combined
entity. Work with customers to ensure these high-priority
assets are updated and approved as soon as possible and
provided to sales as they seek to position the acquisition
with customers of both companies. Customer advisory
boards, online communities and industry councils from 
each organization can also be useful sources of advocacy 
to stabilize the respective customer bases.

• Combine joint advocacy assets. Compare customer lists 
to identify possible areas of alignment, and compare both
companies’ advocacy assets to identify areas of intersection.

Prepare a detailed assessment of the value each company’s
solution can deliver to the customer, then consider how
these individual stories can be combined to present an
expanded view of how the newly combined organization
delivers even more value.

New Advocacy Asset and Interaction Planning
Advocacy planning should identify how customers in either
the acquiring or acquired organization are using (and
receiving value) from the other organization. Early examples
of cross-company value are important to help the sales
organization support opportunities that are different from
what they are used to selling. Address the following items
post-acquisition:

• Strategic considerations. Assets that support the core
strategy are immediately needed, as executives, sales 
reps and product leaders look for any early evidence that
the acquisition is delivering significant value to current
customers of both organizations and seek to prevent
disruption to prospects in the pipeline. Also, consider 
how the acquisition helped expand current opportunities 
or sourced new pipeline. Company strategy leaders or other
executives involved in the acquisition can provide marketers
with insights into the rationale behind the acquisition.

• Advocacy asset types. Consider the audience that will 
be most interested in each advocacy asset. For example,
industry or financial analysts and media sources seek
specific examples of increased customer satisfaction 
or more value received from the combined organization.
Realized-value case studies or customer testimonial 
videos can provide support for this audience. Customers
may be looking for signs that the acquired and acquiring
organization can technically and culturally coexist. Advocacy
interactions (e.g. user groups, customer events) can help
customers witness how the two organizations can work
together.

• Advocacy support sources. Marketers must cast a wide 
net when evaluating who – in either organization – can 
help rationalize advocacy strategy going forward. Corporate
marketing, customer marketing and customer experience
often have a good understanding of available assets and
how each has been used in each organization. Field
marketing also can provide insights, as it is generally closest
to the sales team. Product marketers have information
about which assets have supported their particular focus
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areas, as well as what possible sources of new advocacy may be available in
the combined entity. Marketers also should tap into the sales teams to help
identify where updates to existing advocacy assets are required or where new
sources reside.

The Sirius Decision
A significant post-acquisition challenge for marketers is finding a way to take a
strategic, long-term view when so many things need to be done immediately.
Although the lengthy to-do list generally includes managing customer
advocacy, marketers rarely incorporate a rigorous planning process soon after
the acquisition to improve the management of advocacy. We recommend an
early evaluation of customer advocacy assets, alongside financial and physical
assets, in order to understand which customers are best suited to represent
the value proposition of the newly combined organization.


